Material with publication information for a **printed source or printed analogue**. Databases may use newspapers, magazines, journals, newsletters as sources. **Citations should begin with a traditional cite for a newspaper, magazine,** etc., and follow with the electronic bibliographic information.

Works-cited list should consist of the following items:

- Name of the author (if given)
- Publication information (this includes title and date of the print publication)
- Title of the database (underlined)
- Publication medium (Online or CD-ROM)
- Name of the computer service or company
- Date of access

**NewsBank Databases:**

**NewsBank InfoWeb** (full text)

**NewsFile**


**Daily Oklahoman**


**Tulsa World**


**NewsBank Reference Service Plus** (microfiche text)

The articles are NOT full text on the computer. The articles can be found on microfiche.


If there are no pages given use **N. pag.**

You must go to the microfiche and read the text to get the author’s name and the title of the newspaper article. The bibliographic information is not given in the electronic index.